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From

Laughter
To Love

S

habbat Shalom will bring you a
breath of fresh air. This issue will
make you laugh, I hope. The God
who created such ridiculous beings,
including myself (and—forgive me—you),
allows us to laugh. According to an ancient
Egyptian legend, God created the world
through seven explosions of laughter
(another kind of “big bang.”)
Religious people have not learned to laugh
because they take themselves too seriously.
And they take themselves seriously because
they think of God as a serious person. They
forget that it is this God who, through His
sense of humor, created them as they are:
funny. The more they take themselves
seriously, the more they deny God His
original intention to make them funny and
therefore, humble.

Laugh with Abraham, Isaac, and Sarah.
Smile at the serious reflection of Qohelet’s
“Vanity of Laughter” and receive the
response of the spiritual rabbi in touch
with the Hebrew Scriptures and the life
of his community. Follow the irony of the
fastidious biblical scholar working on old
manuscripts. You will discover that you
are allowed to laugh with God. Laughter
is required, like the Ten Commandments.
Those who never laugh with God will
ultimately kill “for” God. And God will
regret having created them.
Laughter is the most universal language.
We may not share the same music or the
same words, sounds, stories, and beliefs.
But we all share laughter. If only we would
laugh more, we might draw closer to each
other, understand each other better, enjoy
each other, and love each other.

Jacques B. Doukhan, D.H.L., Th.D.
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RobertAlper
Dr. Robert Alper is an ordained rabbi
who served congregations for fourteen
years and holds a doctorate from Princeton Theological Seminary…he’s also a
comedian. He has delighted audiences for
twenty years with his wonderfully unique
material presented in a way that’s intelligent, sophisticated, and 100% clean. Bob
performs all across North America and
England at theaters, conventions, churches,
and, naturally, synagogues. And he’s done
over 100 shows with his Arab and Muslim
comedy partners, at a variety of venues.
The rabbi-comedian draws tremendous
media attention, and, among others, has
been seen on Good Morning America, the
BBC, and CNN.
In addition to being a full-time standup comic and conducting annual High
Holyday services, Bob is the author of
two books: Life Doesn’t Get Any Better
Than This and A Rabbi Confesses. He’s also
produced two best-selling comedy CDs.
Bob resides in rural Vermont with his
wife Sherri, a psychotherapist. They are
empty-nest parents of Zack and Jessie.
Source: http://bobalper.com/bio.html
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S

habbat Shalom: You’ve been working
both as a clergyman and a professional
comedian for quite a while. Which one
do you like better?

Robert Alper: I was always happiest during my
pulpit days when I could do “funny,” mainly from
the pulpit but also in smaller situations. I definitely love comedy more, but still miss some of
the more rewarding elements of the pulpit, such
as life cycle events. Plus, there’s always been a lot
of rabbi in my comedy.
Shabbat Shalom: In working as a rabbi and
as a stand-up comedian, you combined two
professions that are strictly distinct in most
people’s minds. Did you ever feel tensions
between those two disciplines, between
“holiness” and “laughter”?
Alper: No, and the people who think there’s a
distinction between holiness and laughter are
intellectually constipated. I’m afraid that religion
attracts a fair number of self-righteous types,
who are not known for their openness and for
their senses of humor. Alas. The more effective
clergy, the ones who really touch people’s lives
(rather than only “inspire from on high”) are the
ones who have well-developed senses of humor.

As someone much wiser than I observed, they
take themselves lightly while taking their careers
very seriously. A good combination.
Shabbat Shalom: Although more and
more recent studies have elaborated on the
meaning and the importance of humor and
laughter, humor still seems to be out of place
in many religious traditions and is taken rather
“seriously.” Why do you think this is?

Shabbat Shalom: One characteristic of Jewish
humor is the ability to take oneself not too
seriously and to be able to also laugh about
oneself. Where do you see the foundation to
that?
Alper: Jews have been the ultimate survivors
throughout the centuries because we’re experts
at the survival craft (and, thanks to our delightful
neighbors, have been given far too many
opportunities to try to survive). Use of humor
and not taking ourselves too seriously are all very
effective adaptive tools.

Alper: Domination by humorless-type clergy in
the past, some of which flows from a bizarrely
stern, grim theology that’s held sway. As a kid, my
own rabbi was one of those. We’d see him coming
Shabbat Shalom: Humor has always been an
and run the other way. He was a famous scholar,
important part of Jewish life and tradition. In
and just not warm or able
your opinion, what makes
to relate. He was my model I was always happiest during my pulpit Jewish humor unique?
in a negative sense.
days when I could do “funny.”
Alper: I’m not sure, but it
Shabbat Shalom: In your opinion, what makes
may be tied in with Jews’ love of language. Our
people laugh? What is the key to being funny?
literature is concise, compact, with every word
worthy of scrutiny. Good humor is a similar
Alper: Very complex question. Mike Nichols
intellectual challenge. The better comedians use
reminds us that laughter, like a genuine orgasm,
language more effectively. A good example of the
is a response you can’t fake. It just happens. Mel
use of sparse language is a joke I don’t use, since
Brooks has a bit about how if I hurt my finger,
I’m 100% clean on stage (though this really isn’t
that’s tragedy. If you slip on a banana peel, that’s
dirty…): Man finds his best friend in bed with his
comedy. Much of my personal humor involves
wife, and says, “Murray! I have to. But you…?”
use of the unanticipated, like how my grandfather
had a true Jewish accent, which he derived from
Shabbat Shalom: In Umberto Eco’s famous
“that far away land of his birth: Bangor, Maine.”
novel The Name of the Rose, the author lets
two of the monks debate on whether Jesus
Shabbat Shalom: You consider laughter “as a
ever laughed. How would you answer this
kind of divine act” (San Diego Union Tribune)
question?
Does the Hebrew Bible teach laughing? How?
Alper: First, I would have said, “Umberto, what
Alper: It contains humor. Sarah and Abraham,
a stupid topic for a conversation. Of course Jesus
pre-Viagra, talking about having a child at ages
laughed.” Everyone laughs, unless they’re living un90 and 100; Sarah skeptically laughs, and Abrader totally grim circumstances (though there was
ham falls to the floor guffawing.
even humor in the camps durEsther 7:7-8 is a ribald classic, The people who think there’s
ing the Holocaust. Again, copwith a king peeing or puking in a distinction between holiness ing against all odds.) My comthe garden and his staffer flopedy partner, Ahmed Ahmed,
ping down on top of his queen. and laughter are intellectually
laments how humorless many
My favorite professor, Rabbi constipated.
Muslims are, reminding them
Sam Sandmel, used to say that
that Mohammed had a good
the Bible wasn’t meant to be read “in a vibrato
sense of humor. He asks, “How else do you think
with a tear in it.” Ecclesiastes 3:4 says there’s a
he got disciples?
time to laugh, which is good enough for me.
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The old Moshe harassed God
in his prayers: “Lord, what is a
thousand years for You? A minute!
What is a million dollars for you?
A cent! Lord give me a cent.”
A voice answered then:
“Wait a minute!”

Do you really think people would stand around
and say, ‘Hey, that guy’s really depressed. Let’s follow him!’”
Shabbat Shalom: What implications could
that have for Christians all over the world?

Shabbat Shalom: In your dual show with
Ahmed Ahmed, a Muslim comedian, you
demonstrate how humor can bridge even interconfessional gaps. How could other religious
groups find inspiration in this concept? Do you
believe that humor could contribute a solution
to solve tensions between diﬀerent religions?
Alper: Absolutely, when the humor is unhurtful,
non-controversial, appropriate, and clean.
Bottom line: when people laugh together, it’s
impossible for them to hate one another.
Shabbat Shalom: Derek Brewer wrote in A
Cultural History of Humour that the “joke
of a group” is oftentimes the “pain of another
person.” You are known for telling “clean jokes.”
In your CD “Guaranteed Funny: 101 Totally
Clean Jokes,” where did you draw the line so
that a universal audience could find humor
without isolating a specific cross-section?
Alper: Simple: I can tell jokes about Jews, aboutVermonters, about married men, and about fathers because that’s who I am. A comic has license
to make fun of himself or herself, but not of another group. When these standards are upheld,
you can be pretty sure that you won’t be hearing
any hateful, demeaning jokes. Some of the jokes
might be critical, even somewhat prophetic in
their subtle critique.
But again, the teller has permission because he or
she is not crossing lines.

I heard a comic recently who did a whole routine
on midgets. The comic was obviously not a small
Alper: Far be it from me to
person himself. It was one
tell Christians what to be- The Bible wasn’t meant to be read
of the most hateful, hurtful
lieve and how to act, but it
things I’ve ever heard, under
would seem to me that when “in a vibrato with a tear in it.”
the guise of “humor.” That
Christians place emphasis on
guy crossed the line.
the humanity of Jesus, they’re inspired to engage
more in what we Jews call tikkun olam, the repair
Shabbat Shalom: The Reader’s Guide (Chiof the world. When emphasis is placed primarcago) contrasted your comedy style with the
ily on Jesus’ death and supposed resurrection, the
“shticks of the Seinfeld-Leno-Letterman wanfocus becomes one of pity and individual salvanabes who haunt the clubs these days” as being
tion in an afterlife, which doesn’t do all that much
fresh. Would you agree with such a contrast?
good for those being murdered in Darfur.
Alper: Absolutely. It took me quite a while to
disabuse potential clients that I wasn’t from the
6 SHABBAT SHALOM

previous generation of Borscht Belt or of the
And finally, some comics say things that would
ilk The Readers Guide mentioned. I think the
be worthy of an Amos or Isaiah. Think of Chris
“fresh” refers to the fact that, rather than doing
Rock’s routine on the black man who says, “I take
what most comics do these days (“I just moved to
care of my children,” to which Rock retorts, “You
LA.” “Here are the differences between men and
are supposed to take care of your children. That’s
women.” “My boyfriend farts. “), I can talk about
your job! What do you want, a cookie?” He’s makunique topics like offiing an important stateciating at weddings and Use of humor and not taking ourselves too
ment on parenting and
funerals, being a Jew in seriously are all very effective adaptive tools. priorities, while the auVermont, and parenting
dience also busts a gut.
teenagers. That’s fresh.
Shabbat Shalom: In conclusion, what called
Shabbat Shalom: In the introduction to
you into using humor, or why do you believe
his book Amusing Ourselves to Death, culture
that your brand of humor is important?
critic Neil Postman contrasts two fictional
prophecies—G. Orwell’s 1984 with A. Huxley’s
Alper: I was always funny, even as a toddler. I
A Brave New World. Huxley feared that we
did Bob Newhart routines in high school, which
would be ruined by what we came to love,
got me elected to Jewish youth group offices
namely entertainment. Do you see yourself as
and editorship of the high school paper. More
a contributor to that danger?
important, the girls admired me! Comedy is good.
It was always a significant part of my rabbinate.
Alper: Nope. There’s entertainment and there’s
And, hey, it’s total fun. My brand’s important
entertainment. Stand-up comedy, first of all, is
because it demonstrates, as others have done,
interactive, with performer and audience involved,
that laughter is holy, and it can be clean and
hopefully, in a relationship of sorts, in contrast to
unhurtful.
people staring at a screen. More important, there’s
This interview was conducted by
a holiness in humor.
Daniel Wildemann

Humor, The Remedy For Fanaticism
“I have never once in my life seen a
fanatic with a sense of humor...
Humor is the capacity to realize that
no matter how righteous you are...
there is a certain side to life that is
always a bit funny”
					

Amos Oz, How to Cure a Fanatic, p. 65
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The Rabbi/
Stand-Up
By Robert Alper, Ph.D.

“S

ki emergency.”

That’s the code we use to describe
a cloudless Vermont day with
temperatures hovering in the mid-twenties and an
uncrowded, snow-packed mountain beckoning
seductively for us to cruise down its untrafficked
runs. I alerted my friend Dick Ringenwald, minister of the local Congregational church, and could
sense the despair in his reply. “Sorry,” he said. “I’ve
got to finish Sunday’s sermon. I’m really boxed in
here.”
Five minutes passed. Then my phone rang. Dick.
“Oh, okay. Let’s go.” Thirty minutes later we were
on the lift, and thirty-seven minutes later we were
zipping single file down the expert slope which,
under these perfect conditions, entices mediocre
skiers like us into thinking we’re pretty darn
good. Dick’s a better skier than I, but, fortunately,
also older, so we are a fairly even match. Neither
of us is competitive. He is the sole minister with
many responsibilities to a large congregation,
and I continually remind myself that a stand-up
comic definitely needs to be able to stand up. And
so we took our refreshing runs at a relaxed, safe
pace, pausing to appreciate the magnificent views
while the burning sensations in our thigh muscles
receded.

8 SHABBAT SHALOM

After a few runs that morning Dick told me the
theme of his sermon and I supplied him with
an opening joke. That bought him an extra half
hour on the mountain, but finally he yielded to
the siren call of the word processor awaiting him
in his study. I continued to ski by myself.
The double chairlift was running at half capacity
on this quiet Friday. No waiting. Still, I nodded
to another apparently lone skier, and we agreed
to ride up together. It’s a good way to pass the
time, and, I always find, an opportunity to meet
interesting people.
During the first minutes we predictably expressed
mutual delight over the splendid weather and snow
conditions as well as our good fortune in being
able to have the mountain nearly to ourselves.
Then, at about the half-way marker, following a
slight pause in our conversation, the inevitable.
Looking straight ahead, the sun glinting off his
yellow goggles, he asked, “So, whadda you do?”
“I’m a rabbi and a stand-up comic.”
Another pause. He pushed his goggles onto his
forehead, turned to me with a vaguely skeptical
smile, and said, “Really?”

Now, this is the moment I love. And I’m always
prepared for it, even on a ski lift. I reached into
my jacket pocket and presented him with my
business card which states (rather elegantly, I
think):

. .AAlplpeerr
DDr.r.RRoobbeertrtAA-U
ppCCoommicic
RRaabbbbi/i/SStatanndd-U

(Really)

The stranger chuckled, then launched an effusive
monologue. “A stand-up comic. You must be so
brave! You know, I can’t imagine anything more
frightening than trying to make people laugh. To
me, that’s ultimate danger. That takes real courage.”
I blushed beneath my goggles and accepted his
accolades modestly. Then I attempted to steer the
conversation in a different direction.
“How about you? What do you do?”
“Me?” he replied (and-I-am-not-making-this-up,
as humorist Dave Barry often writes). “Oh, I’m a
fireman in Bedford-Stuyvesant.”
Now it was my turn to be incredulous. “You fight
fires in one of New York’s most dangerous neighborhoods, and you think I’m brave?!”
He had as many questions for me as I had for him.
I explained that when people hear of a rabbi who is
a comedian, they assume that I’m a “humorist” or
a “raconteur,” who tells long, winding stories that
end with a punch line dependent on a knowledge
of Hebrew or Yiddish. Actually, I do pure standup, an act that was honed before typical comedy
club audiences.
I pointed out some of the occupational hazards:
Hecklers, for example. I rarely encounter them,
and when I do, I simply say, “Excuse me, sir, but
would you mind leading us in the silent prayer?”

One time I finished a decent performance and
left the stage to applause, feeling that wonderful
“comedy high.” As I passed through the middle of
the room, a large fellow sprang to his feet, thrust
out his hand and said, “Bob! It’s Barry Gordon!
Great set!”
“Hi, Barry. Hey, thanks for coming. Glad you
enjoyed it. “
For the next twenty minutes I stood in the back
and agonized. Who is this guy? Did I officiate
at his wedding? Was he an old member of my
congregation, or did I bury somebody in his
family? Finally—thankfully—it came to me. Three
months earlier he had installed a nozzle on my
furnace.
Our chair was approaching the summit of the
mountain. It was my turn to ask the fireman
how he could be so blasé about his occupation,
and why he chose such a busy, dangerous place to
work. “Simple,” he responded. “I like to fight fires,
and Bed-Sty is a neighborhood where there are
lots of fires. I don’t want to sit in a station house
all day.” He gave me a matter-of-fact smile and we
skied down the unloading ramp.
We zigged and zagged our way to the base of
the mountain and by unspoken mutual consent
paired up again on the lift. Each had lots to inquire
of the other, and the questions were similar. We
asked one another about danger, and concluded
that lack of control was the scariest part of both
professions.
A modest, laconic fellow, he briefly described one
occasion when he was temporarily trapped in a
fiery attic and another time his engine collided
at high speed with a truck. My contribution to
the topic: a memorable ladies’ luncheon, early in
my comedy career, when I was forced to perform
following a dynamic speaker who made such an
emotional speech that not only were the audience
members sobbing audibly, but I, too, was sniﬄing
and even the busboy had tears rolling down his
face. Then immediately back to the emcee: “And
now, friends, let’s look at the brighter side of life
with the comedy of Rabbi Bob Alper.”
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I hardly would equate the two kinds of “danger,”
but the fireman assured me that my experience
was one he hoped never to face.
Before we parted we agreed: each person has
different talents and different fears. I would never
choose to enter a burning building. He would
never attempt to make people laugh for ninety
minutes. The beauty of the divine plan is that each
person possesses unique abilities, and the most
fortunate among us are those who can find ways
to use those talents while somehow contributing
to the betterment of humanity.
I often think about the encounter with the
courageous Bedford-Stuyvesant fireman, and still
chuckle at the thought that he thinks I’m brave.
And certainly, I decided, there is no way I could
ever seriously equate our two professions. But
then I heard a story from a rabbi who approached
me after I did a show for a large conference of
Jewish educators.
I nurture a mental treasure trove of special
compliments that have followed my performances.
Every entertainer does; it’s a healthy way to
emotionally balance the occasionally negative
remarks. For example, I will never forget the woman
who explained, “Six months ago my husband
died. Tonight is the first time I’ve laughed.” And
I cherish the image passed on to me by a grateful
husband about the way he and his wife smile
during her chemotherapy treatments while they
listen to my audio tape through headsets.
But the rabbi’s story left me breathless. She
appeared in front of me and was gone in less than
a minute. I think she may have been in a hurry.
Or shy. Or perhaps she was telling me about
herself. “A friend,” she said, “is struggling with
cancer. She’s a young woman with little children,
and it’s been a very difficult battle. Sometimes the
woman goes into suicidal depressions.”
“Whenever that happens,” my informant
concluded, “she listens to your tape. It cheers her
up, and then she is able to function again.”
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So maybe the fireman and I have more in common than I thought. Maybe we’re both involved
in rescue work—he actively, I in a more passive
manner, with rescue a byproduct of the laughter I
provide. It’s a terribly humbling, exciting thought,
one that confirms the consistency between being a
rabbi and being a stand-up comic. But I guess I’ve
known all along that clean, unhurtful humor can
be healing and therapeutic and health-giving.
In a way, we all do rescue work when, intentionally or unintentionally, we touch other people’s lives
in positive ways: the kind word, the unanticipated
compliment, the sharing of a sweet memory, the
unexpected favor, the helpful gesture, the empathetic grimace. That’s how we—even we—rescue
one another. In little ways, day by day.
My dual career is unusual. No doubt about it. Interesting, too. People are fascinated to learn about
it, whether from newspaper articles, on radio and
television shows, or just one on one, sharing a
chairlift on a perfect Vermont “ski emergency”
kind of morning.
I’m a very lucky guy. The more I understand about
this career and realize how smiles and laughter fit
into the divine plan, the more I feel particularly
blessed to be able to spend this part of my life as
both a rabbi and a stand-up comic.
Really.
1

* Excerpted from Life Doesn’t Get Any Better Than This,
copyright ©1996. Used with permission of Liguori Publications,
Liguori, MO 63057. 1-800-325-9521.
http://www.liguori.org/

Larry Richards
S

habbat Shalom: You like to laugh, and
yet you are a very serious person dealing
with serious topics such as manuscripts
of the Bible. How do you combine your
need for laughter and the grave topic you are
teaching?
Larry Richards: I think you may have in mind
that the task of examining ancient handwritten
copies of the New Testament can be a somewhat
tedious process at times, and if so, you are right.
While I am doing textual criticism with these
ancient documents, careful attention is required,
but I find myself smiling at times when I observe
a scribe’s doodling in a margin. I try to think of
what might have caused the scribe to begin drawing. Maybe the person sitting in front doing
the dictation for the scribes had to take a toilet
break, leaving the scribes with nothing to do. Or
possibly the room where the copying was being
done (the “scriptorium”) was very cold, and some
scribes demanded a break to warm their hands.
One scribe, though, who did not feel the cold, began his random drawing.
I can think of all sorts of vocations that are not
conducive to humor: two examples are the mortician and the coroner. But these jobs do not preclude humor in the life of such practitioners.
Shabbat Shalom: Although more and more
recent studies have elaborated on the meaning
and the importance of humor and laughter,

Dr. W. Larry Richards earned his Ph. D.
from Northwestern University, and has
since worked as a professor at Pacific
Union College and Andrews University.
Currently, he is Professor Emeritus of New
Testament Studies, as well as the director
of the Greek Manuscript Research Center
at Andrews University. He has published
several books such as The Classiﬁcation
of the Greek Manuscripts of the Johannine
Epistles, 1 Corinthians, and 2 Corinthians, as
well as numerous scholarly articles. At this
time, his latest book, Read New Testament
Greek in 30 Days (or Less), is in the process
of being published.
humor still seems to be out of place in many
religious traditions. How do you explain this
deficiency?
Richards: My best guess is that in America we
are still being influenced by our forefathers, the
Puritans, who considered levity a sin, particularly
in a religious setting. If something is fun, it has
to be bad. Add to that the notion that religion is
dealing with life and death issues, and one easily
concludes his or her religion should be taken very
seriously.
SHABBAT SHALOM 11

Whatever the reasons, and I am sure experts have
dealt with this, a negative attitude toward humor
in any context, including religious practices, is very
unfortunate. Religion should be a marvelously
fun experience. “Rejoice in the Lord!”
Shabbat Shalom: In your opinion, what makes
people laugh? What is the key to being funny?

About the second part of your question, on “the
key to being funny,” I would have to say that a
healthy awareness of human frailties has to be
right at the top. We need to be able to laugh at
ourselves, and this will reduce a great deal of
stress in life.

Shabbat Shalom: You are a professor of New
Testament. In the New Testament Jesus cries
twice but never laughs. How
Religion should be a marvelously fun do you explain this silence
about Jesus’ laughter?
experience. “Rejoice in the Lord!”

Richards: Those are good
questions. I think I can best
respond to the first question,
though, by thinking about
what makes me personally laugh.

I like to laugh and actually look for opportunities
to do so. I feel better when I laugh. I like jokes,
and I like to tell them (even though I often goof
up the punch line). I like bantering in situations
where those around me are taking themselves too
seriously. I like to make persons laugh, and often
use humor in the classroom as a pedagogical device
(and it works—as class evaluations indicate).
An example of being light-hearted in the presence
of the serious-minded: I arrived five minutes late
to a staff meeting a few months ago. As I walked
in the door, everyone looked at me and became
silent: I said to them: “I am sorry I am late, but
at least I do not have an excuse.” Only one of the
persons in the room caught the humor or chose
to treat it as such! Proof of my point.
Before I move to the second question, I think it
is important to note that one’s personality must
be brought into the picture. Why is it that some
persons find it hard to laugh and others laugh
even when there seems to be no basis?
I was raised in a very poor home, during the
post-depression years, where there was little joy,
minimal humor, and no jokes to speak of. Yet,
my entire adult life would suggest exactly the
opposite. And so I cannot help but wonder if who
we actually become in life is in the genes more so
than in the environment. One might posit that an
unhappy atmosphere for a child tends to produce
an opposite outcome. Huge topic, and outside my
range.
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Richards: You are right—we have no record of
Jesus laughing. But we do have some clues that
Jesus enjoyed life and used humor. Repeatedly,
we find ourselves smiling at some of the pithy
responses He makes to His questioners.
The most important sermon Jesus ever gave was
on how to be happy. The Sermon on the Mount
contains the so-called Beatitudes, the sayings
that begin with “Blessed are...” The Greek word
for “blessed” is precisely the word for “happy.”
While I acknowledge, happy is not a synonym for
humor, the words cannot be separated. Persons
who are happy embrace humor as a fundamental
part of life. This Greek word in Jesus’ sermon is
also used in many places in the Greek copy of the
Old Testament, particularly the Psalms. English
translations of the Old Testament verses use
“happy.”
One example from Psalms says, “Happy is the
person whose sin is forgiven.” This is the person
who rejoices, who goes about with a song in his
heart. And this word used in the Greek Old
Testament is the same word that Jesus used in
the Beatitudes.
Then I would cite the occasions, particularly in
Luke 15, where the word “rejoice” is repeatedly
used by Jesus in the context of the sinner who
repents. It is a time to make merry, kill the fatted
calf, and have a wonderful party, joining in with
the heavenly throngs who also rejoice at the
salvation of the lost.
Shabbat Shalom: What implications could
this observation have on Christians?

Richards: Several. For one, a clear understanding
of Jesus’ attitude towards humanity, if adopted
by all Christians, would remove judgmental
comments and actions. It would put the value of
a person where it belongs. We are too prone to
play God—who alone is Judge. In establishing
relationships, we too often place more emphasis
on what a person believes than we do on the
actual person.
For another, and it follows the first point, we will
take delight in helping those around us grow, not
only spiritually but in all ways, simply because
such actions bring the greatest reward, namely, an
inner contentment about who we are and how we
have responded to God’s gracious ways to us.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you believe that humor
could help solve tensions between people or
even between enemies?
Richards: Yes. This goes back to the statement
I made earlier about our inclination to take
ourselves and life in general too seriously. When
dealing with an “enemy,” however, one must be
careful that humor is not construed as belittling
the other’s concerns or in making fun of the
adversary so as to increase the hostility.
Here, it seems that the best way to relieve tension
would be to direct the humor at oneself, or to a
third party or set of circumstances that even the
so-called enemy would find it possible to laugh
about. Find common ground.
Shabbat Shalom: Could you tell us an episode
in your life when you have been obliged to
laugh about a very serious topic or in a serious
moment?
Richards: I think of two episodes: The first was
when I was in academy. I worked at the poultry
farm to help with expenses. One day, Randy, my
roommate, and I took “bad” eggs (the candling
process showed a blood spot inside the eggs), and
began throwing these defective eggs at each other
from around the corners of several poultry barns.
We got caught by Mr. Moffatt, who was not only
in charge of the poultry farm at the academy but
was also our biology teacher. He called us into his
office for a justly deserved reprimand. But Randy

and I could not stop laughing as we stood before
his desk. Poor Mr. Moffatt. He was trying so
hard to be serious. But, as he told us: “This is no
laughing matter,” he himself was laughing!
The second was when I was in the Air Force.
During basic training, one of my newfound
friends, Larry Rasmusen, and I always marched
side-by-side during the drill exercises (because we
were the same height). Anyone who has had this
marching experience knows how much of a grind
it is, made worse in the heat of a Texas sun.
Larry and I were of the same ilk. To reduce the
drudgery and boredom, we whispered corny
comments to one another that the drill sergeant
could not hear, and soon we were both laughing
and laughing and laughing.
Well, one afternoon our laughing had gone too
far—warnings had not worked and so we were
sent to the commander’s office for discipline.
There we stood, standing at attention before the
sergeant and the commander. The sergeant was
doing all he could to make a good impression on
the commander as he sternly began to lecture us.
But right in the middle of this mean-sounding
lecture, Larry and I started laughing again. It was
made all the more funny because we were trying
so hard to stop, but to no avail. But what makes
this stand out in my mind is that, just as Mr.
Moffatt could not refrain from laughing during
his “chewing out,” neither could the sergeant. He
had to turn his back on us to hide the big grin
that had started to form before his back was to
us. Even the commander got caught up. End of
event. What fun!
Shabbat Shalom: What advice does your
experience of laughter inspire you to give to
religious people?
Richards: We find in life what we look for. Look
for the good. Count your blessings over and over.
Make a conscious effort to bring happiness and
laughter to others, and in so doing, your own life
will be filled with happiness and laughter.
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Nature of Man
1. How did humans originate?
And God created man in His image, in the image
of God He created him; male and female He created
them. Gen 1:27 (cf. Gen 4:9, 10; Acts 17:26)
“For this reason man (Adam) was created only one
person, for the sake of peace between mankind,
so that one man should not say to his fellow: ‘My
father was greater than yours.’” (Sanhedrin 88b)
2. What is the human person made of?
The LORD God formed man from the dust of the
earth. He blew into his nostrils the breath of life, and
man became a living being. Gen 2:7 (cf. Gen 3:19)
3. What does the “soul” mean in Hebrew?
In the towns of the latter peoples, however, which the
LORD your God is giving you as a heritage, you
shall not let a soul remain alive. Deut 20:16
The expressions such as “my soul,” “his soul,”
etc. are idiomatic expressions for the personal
pronoun I, his, etc. (see Lev 11:43; Psa 3:2;
Jer 37:9). The term nefesh means the neck of
the throat (Psa 69:2) or the breath that passes
through the throat ( Job 41:13), or the life-blood
(Lev 17:10, 11). The term neshamah also means
breath (1 Kgs 17:17).
4. What are the functions of the soul?
When the LORD enlarges your territory, as He has
promised you, and you say, “I shall eat some meat,”
for you have the urge to eat meat, you may eat meat
whenever you wish. Deut 12:20 (cf. Prov 3:22)
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The nefesh can be hungry (Psa 107:9), be thirsty
(Psa 143:6), enjoy good food (Isa 55:2); it can
also love (Gen 34:3), be troubled (Psa 31:9),
know (Psa 139:14), be wise (Prov 3:22), worship
God (Psa 103:1); it can die ( Judg 16:30) and may
refer to a corpse (Lev 19:28).
5. What are the functions of the ﬂesh or the
body?
Spoilers have come upon all the bare heights of the
wilderness. For a sword of the LORD devours from
one end of the land to the other; No ﬂesh is safe. Jer
12:12
The words for soul and body are often interchangeable (Num 31:35; Psa 145:21).
6. How did God create man?
And God said, “Let us make man in our image, after our likeness. They shall rule the ﬁsh of the sea,
the birds of the sky, the cattle, the whole earth, and
all the creeping things that creep on earth. And God
created man in His image; in the image of God He
created him; male and female He created them. Gen
1:26, 27
“The love of God for humans is manifested in
the act that God created them in His image, and
especially, that He revealed this to them.” (Avot
3:15)
7. Why is it forbidden to kill men?
Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall his
blood be shed; For in His image did God make man.
Gen 9:6

“He who destroys one soul in Israel is as if he had
destroyed the whole world.” (Mishnah, Sanhedrin, 37)
8. What does the fact that God created man in
His image imply for men in their lives?
Speak to the whole Israelite community and say to
them: “You shall be holy, for I, the LORD your God,
am holy.” Lev 19:2 (cf. Gen 9:6; Exod 20:8-11)
“Walk in the ways of God; as God is merciful and
gracious, so you will be; as God is righteous and
just, so you will be; as God is holy, so you will be.”
(Sifre, Ekeb 85a)
9. What is the relation between the physical
(body) and the spiritual (soul) dimensions of
the human person?
Please test your servants for ten days, giving us
legumes to eat and water to drink. Whenever the
king put a question to them requiring wisdom and
understanding, he found them to be ten times better
than all the magicians and exorcists throughout his
realm. Dan 1:12, 20
“The body cannot survive without the soul, nor
soul without the body.” (Tanh. Va-Yikza 11)

13. What is the connection between being alive
and being spiritual?
Send back Your breath, they are created, and You
renew the face of the earth. Psa 104:30 (cf. Num
27:18)
There is no distinction between the ruah of God
and that of man (Psa 104:30. The lesson of this
identification is double. First it means that man
owes his life to God. God gave him the ruah,
the breath. God is the Creator. It also implies
a philosophy of existence. Man exists only in
relationship with God. Man is religious, or he
does not exist.
14. Could man survive apart from his fellow
human beings?
The LORD God said, “It is not good for man to
be alone; I will make a ﬁtting helper for him.” Gen
2:18
15. How does the nature of man aﬀect his destiny?
“By the sweat of your brow shall you get bread to
eat, until you return to the ground - For from it you
were taken. For dust you are, and to dust you shall
return.” Gen 3:19

10. How do the spiritual dimensions aﬀect the
physical ones?
Let ﬁdelity and steadfastness not leave you; bind them
about your throat, write them on the tablet of your
mind, and you will ﬁnd favor and approbationin the
eyes of God and man. Prov 3:3-4
11. How do the physical dimensions aﬀect the
spiritual ones?
My son, do not lose sight of them; Hold on to
resourcefulness and foresight. Prov 3:21 (cf. Psa
31:11)
12. Why is health a spiritual issue?
They are life to him who ﬁnds them, healing for his
whole body. Prov 4:22 (cf. 1 Cor 3:16)
“The preservation of the health of the body is one
of the godly ways.” (Yad 4)
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A Family
By John D. Garr, Ph.D.

S

habbat (the Sabbath) is as old as creation.
We are clearly told in Holy Scripture that
God, himself, established the example of
separating one day in seven as a time of renewal
through his own actions in the week of creation.
After Yahweh busied himself with the work of
creation for six days, he rested on the seventh day.
For the Jewish people, from ancient times, Shabbat
has been an opportunity to sanctify time, to set
apart one complete day in seven for worship of
God and interaction with family. The Gentile
cultures among whom the Jewish people lived
considered this action a waste of time and a sign
of laziness; however, they did not understand
that when the Jews obeyed God’s commandment
to “remember the Sabbath day and keep it holy”
they were acknowledging their complete faith
and utter dependence upon the God of creation.
For Christians, honoring Shabbat acknowledges
their belief that Yahweh, the God of the Bible,
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created the universe and everything in it. The believer looks to God alone, not to blind fate or to
the force of nature, as his source of life and being. Shabbat is also an acknowledgment of the
believer’s faith in the finished work of Calvary
when Jesus became the atonement for the sins
of the world and the means of salvation. Faith in
Jesus as God’s Sabbath personified causes the believer to cease from his labors to establish his own
righteousness and to enter into the rest of those
to whom God has imputed the righteousness of
Christ. Additionally, Shabbat is an acknowledgment of the believer’s expectation of the coming
Messianic Age, the Sabbatical Millennium, when
God and man will rest as the Messiah rules the
earth in righteousness.
The principle of allocating one day in seven for
rest, renewal, worship, and fellowship is another
legacy that the church has received from Judaism.
It is a gift that is being revived by Christians

around the world, who are restoring Shabbat
as a celebration of God and family. (The family
Shabbat has been prominent in the survival of the
Jewish people. It has been said that the Jews have
not kept the Sabbath—the Sabbath has kept the
Jews!)

As we light these two Shabbat candles, we set this
night apart unto God to remember that we are
given both physical rest and spiritual rest through
the gift of God by his Son, Jesus Christ.”
The mother lights the two candles while praying this
blessing:
“Blessed art thou, 0 Lord our God, King of the
universe, who has set us apart by your Word and
has called us to be the light of the world.”

Christian families can claim their right to this
biblically Judaic practice and to the immeasurable
benefits which it provides. It is a part of our op
portunity to adopt a biblical lifestyle—to live
biblically. Here’s how you can have a family
Blessing God for the Wine The father pours wine
Shabbat. Near sundown on Friday evening
or grape juice into a cup (Kiddush), and holds it up,
(the biblical day begins at
saying:
sundown, not at midnight), The principle of allocating one day in “Wine (or grape juice)
gather your family together seven for rest, renewal, worship, and
represents to us the joy that
around the dining room
we have in knowing that
table. For you, as for the fellowship is another legacy that the
through the shed blood of
Jewish people, your table church has received from Judaism.
Jesus we have ceased from
will become an altar. For
our labors and entered into
the Jewish people it is a substitute for the altar of
his rest. Through it we remember the price that
the temple in Jerusalem. For you it is a personal
he paid for our redemption.”
family altar parallel with the altar in your place
of corporate worship. Adapt the liturgy below
The father prays this blessing:
to your particular needs, and conduct your own
“Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the
personalized family Shabbat.
universe, who creates the fruit of the vine.”

LITURGY FOR FAMILY SHABBAT

Everyone at the table partakes of the cup.

Lighting of Candles The father says:

Blessing God for the Bread The father holds up
“‘In the beginning was
two loaves of bread (challah),
the Word, and the Word For the Jewish people, from ancient
saying:
was with God, and times, Shabbat has been an opportunity “Bread reminds us that
the Word was God.…
we have shared in the true
Through him all things to sanctify time, to set apart one
bread from heaven in the
were made.…In him complete day in seven for worship of
person of Yeshua, our Lord.
was life, and that life was
The two loaves represent
the light of men.…The God and interaction with family.
the dual blessing of his
Word became flesh and
abundant provision for our
lived for a while among us. We have seen his glory,
physical and spiritual rest.”
the glory of the one and only Son, who came from
the Father, full of grace and truth.’ ( John 1:1, 3,
The father prays this blessing:
14). Yeshua ( Jesus) is ‘the light of the world’ ( John
“Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the
8:12), the ‘true light that gives light to every man’
universe, who brings forth bread from the earth.”
( John 1:9). Through him we are empowered to
be lights in the world (Philippians 2:15).
Everyone at the table partakes of the bread.
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Blessing for the Wife The husband reconﬁrms

his love and honor for his wife by reciting Proverbs
31:10-31 and giving personal praise to her in the
presence of the children.

Blessings for the Children The father places his

right hand on the head of each of his children and
prays the following blessing:
“May God make you like Ephraim and Manasseh
[for sons] Rachel and Leah [for daughters]. The
Lord bless you and keep you; the Lord make his
face shine upon you and be gracious to you; the
Lord turn his face toward you and give you peace.
So they will put my name on the Israelites, and I
will bless them. [At this point, the father may add
a personalized blessing for his sons or daughters.]
May the Spirit of the Lord rest upon you—the
Spirit of wisdom and understanding, the Spirit
of counsel and of power, the Spirit of knowledge
and of the fear of the Lord—and may you delight
in the fear of the Lord.”

Songs (Zimrot) The father and/or mother may
lead the family in appropriate songs of praise and
worship to God.

Study of the Word of God The father and/or

mother may lead the family in the study of the Word
of God and/or a Bible lesson. Remembering that study
is considered one of the highest forms of worship, the
entire family should be encouraged to participate in the
discussion, asking questions and commenting freely.
Remember that Shabbat is primarily a family
affair in which the family affirms its joy at being
in the presence of God and of one another,
resting from their labors, secure in the knowledge
that they have entered into their Shabbat rest by
grace through faith in Yeshua HaMashiach [ Jesus
Christ] and are free to celebrate his love and
peace.

*This article is reprinted with permission from Restore!
Vol. 11, No. 1, Issue 35, p. 34.

Please visit our website, www.shabbatshalom.info,
and browse through selected articles, a growing
archive of past issues, and subscribe on-line.
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When God
Makes Me

By Jacques B. Doukhan
Editor, Shabbat Shalom
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“Then Abraham fell upon his face, and
laughed, and said in his heart: ʻShall a child be
born unto him that is a hundred years old? and
shall Sarah, that is ninety years old, bear?ʼ”
Genesis 17:17
“And God said: ʻNay, but Sarah thy wife shall
bear thee a son; and thou shalt call his name
Isaacʼ” (meaning he laughs). Genesis 17:19
”And Sarah laughed within herself, saying:
ʻAfter I am waxed old shall I have pleasure, my
lord being old also?ʼ“ Genesis 18:12
”And Sarah said: ʻGod hath made laughter for
me; every one that heareth will laugh on account of me.ʼ“ Genesis 21:6

”And Sarah saw the son of Hagar the Egyptian,
whom she had borne unto Abraham, making
sport.“1 Genesis 21:92

aughter in Worship I’m certain that at
the creation, God must have laughed just to
see Adam’s face when he was surprised
by his own existence. But the Hebrew
Scriptures do not record this laughter. The first
laughter that the Hebrew Scriptures record is the
laughter of Abraham in Genesis 17:17. Though
he was one hundred years old, this man was
still a very reasonable and rational person—a
man full of lucidity, intelligence, and wisdom.
Here he hears the craziest statement that he can
imagine, spoken by God himself: “Abraham, old
man, you will have a son, and you will call him
‘ha ha ha’ [Isaac].” The text, in an effort to help
the reader understand the meaning of the name,
tells us that Abraham laughs in response as if
he was confirming the promise. “Then Abraham
fell on his face and laughed.” As Abraham is at
the climax of his worship of the Lord, perhaps
as an expression of worship, he laughs. He is
worshipping the Lord, and this worship takes a
special, unique, disturbing, and surprising form.
His worship takes the form of laughter! It is not
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a high, sophisticated prayer, a formal sermon,
he wants to kill him! Had Abraham remained
or a hymn. It was a laughter of faith and joy, a
laughing, perhaps he wouldn’t have tried to kill
laughter expressing the emotion which one feels
Isaac. But he stopped laughing. Ultimately, in his
when facing something so unbelievable that it has
seriousness, in his piety, and in the height of his
become comic. His laughter expresses his awe at
good will, he took a knife almost as if he wanted
the unbelievable. The best connection we can have
to kill Isaac. There is a dialogue which Woody
with someone is to laugh with him. As soon as
Allen has imagined as taking place between
you begin laughing with someone,
God and Abraham: God says,
suddenly there is a special bond When we laugh with
“Abraham, I just jokingly suggest
and intimacy. And this is precisely each other, we don’t think that you sacrifice Isaac, and you
what Abraham has at that moment.
immediately run out to do it?”
He has a special connection with about killing each other.
And Abraham fell to his knees
the Lord, and he laughs. Laughter is a part of
“Lord, see I never know when you are kidding.”
this particular relationship—this miraculous
As the Lord thundered, “No sense of humor, I
connection that he had with the Lord. He laughs
can’t believe it.”3 Though it is a midrash about
a laugh of gratefulness and of recognition. This
this text, there is something in the lines which
laughter is positive. In that particular context,
may suggest that direction of thinking. For a
laughter is not something negative. It’s not
moment Abraham had lost his sense of humor,
something which is a sin or a weakness. On the
and he became dangerous.
contrary, it is something very positive. It is a part
of his worship, a part of his faith, a part of his
Laughter in Praise Abraham is not the only one
response in his relationship His worship takes the form of laughter! who is laughing, by the
with the Lord.
way. Sarah is also laughing
in Genesis 21. And Sarah
From Laughter to Murder As soon as Abraham
said, “God has made me laugh.” She is actually
stops laughing, something very dangerous starts
referring here to a laugh she had before, but what is
to happen. He begins thinking, and he realizes
interesting is the nature of this laughter. Literally
that his laughter doesn’t make sense. Suddenly
she says, “God has made laughter for me.” That’s
he becomes serious and rational. He becomes
the exact translation there. “God has made [‘asa]
reasonable and dangerous. He wants to give
laughter.” This is the same word which is found
some help to the Lord, because Abraham knows
in the creation story when God shaped man,
better. He is one hundred years old, and he
nature, and creation. God shaped [‘asa] laughter.
knows his wife who is ninety years old. So he says
Sarah receives this laughter as a gift on the part of
to God, “Oh that Ishmael might be before you.”
God, just as she received creation, her husband,
Certainly, God must have been very grateful to
nature, and food. It’s not her own work, but it’s
him. “Thank you, Abraham. You are helping me
a divine work—a divine grace. We read of the
because otherwise I couldn’t do it. Yes, you have
actual laughter in Genesis 18:12. She just heard
Ishmael. Thank you! It’s easier now!” We can
the Lord speaking about the unbelievable birth of
perceive between the lines a smile on the face of
Isaac, and the text says, “therefore Sarah laughed
the Lord. Abraham wants to facilitate. He actually
within herself, saying, ‘After I have grown old,
thinks that God needs help and he makes it easy
shall I have pleasure, my lord being old also?’” But
for God. At that moment, Abraham is running a
it seems there is something negative and doubtful
huge risk because the survival of Isaac is at stake.
about this laughter, because right after that you
If God had listened to Abraham, Isaac would not
see the Lord speaking to Abraham: “Why did
have been born. Abraham was praying for the
Sarah laugh, saying ‘Shall I surely bear a child
non-birth of Isaac. When Abraham was thinking,
since I am old?’ Is anything too hard for the Lord?”
he forgot that he had laughed. He became so
But Sarah, feeling guilty at that moment, realized
serious that he became dangerous—so serious
that she shouldn’t have laughed. She said, “Oh no.
that he wanted to kill Isaac. Right after this story
I did not laugh.” She said that because she was
we have Abraham holding a knife in his hand.
afraid, so when we read this text we may wonder
First he did not want Isaac to be born, and now
about the quality of this laughter. If she feels guilty
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about it and the Lord Himself is questioning the
a warrior. “And he became an archer” (Genesis
value of that laugh, she should not have laughed.
21:20). The story goes from laughter to a weapon,
But when we read the commentary of this text
from laughter to war. If Ishmael had remained
which is found in Genesis 21:6-7, “Sarah said,
laughing (with Isaac), we wouldn’t be here today
‘God has made laughter for me. All who hear
observing people killing each other. Because
it will laugh for me.’” It is a beautiful piece of
when we laugh with each other, we don’t think
literature. It’s a poem, and it’s very well balanced.
about killing each other. If Ishmael and Isaac
It is a song, a hymn, a praise. She is reinterpreting
had been left alone, perhaps today Ishmael and
her laughter. She is adding a dimension to the
Isaac would still be laughing together. That’s an
laughter which we didn’t see in the first reading
interesting way to create peace. Try to produce
of Genesis 18. And this is a dimension of praise
laughter between the two parties. But when
to the Lord. “Who would have said [mi millel]?” If
laughter stops, weapons are taken up. That’s the
you take this phrase in Hebrew, it is found in the
lesson from the text.
context of praise for the Lord. That expression
is a very technical expression associated with
Abraham laughed, Sarah laughed, and even God
the wonders of the Lord. For example, in Psalm
laughs. We don’t have many texts in the Bible
10:2 the psalmist is praising the Lord for having
where God is laughing. It’s as if the laughter of
done something unbelievable, and he says mi
God is too profound, so we cannot record it. But
millel (“Who could have said?”). And Sarah is
God laughs in this particular story, not only in
using that language to refer to her laughter. Her
the laughter of Abraham, not only by the fact
laughter is an expression of awe! It is a way of
that He produced the laughter of both Abraham
saying, “Who could have imagined such a thing?
and Sarah, but God Himself laughed. The name
Who would have guessed that I and my one“Isaac” suggests that. It may well be a theopho,
hundred-year-old husband would have a child?”
that is, a name which contains the name of God.
Thus, her laughter first seems to be negative, and
Often in the personal names of the ancient times,
perhaps there is also an element of the anguish of
the name of God was not mentioned, but it was
hopelessness. However, this expression of anguish
implied. We have a number of evidences like this
is reinterpreted, as if suddenly there is no longer
in the Bible, where there is a verb but no subject
doubt or anguish. Suddenly it is the laughter of
because the subject, God, is implied. There are a
praise to the Lord: “Who
number of scholars who think
could have imagined such The best connection we can have
and have good reasons to think
a thing?” She praises the
that Isaac means “The Lord
Lord, and this is the way with someone is a laugh with him.
laughs.” Yes, the Lord laughs.
she understands laughter.
All of the human laughter in
this story may be related to God’s laughter.
1
From Laughter to War Sarah laughed, and
1
we know the value of that laughter, but what
The Hebrew verb tsahaq, which is etymologically related to the
name Isaac.
is disturbing is that at a certain moment Sarah
2
stops laughing. In Genesis 21, she’s talking about
Texts quoted from the JPS version of the Bible.
3
laughter and thinking about laughter. Suddenly
Not a word-for-word quote. This anecdote comes from the Woody
she sees Ishmael laughing (Genesis 21:9). She
Allen film Without Feathers.
didn’t like it. The text says that, at that moment,
she becomes angry, and she wants that laughter
stopped. She runs to Abraham, and she reports
to him. Abraham became angry, and there is
a transition from laughter to ra‘: “to do evil,
wickedness, something bad.” The text says, “The
matter was very displeasing [ra‘] in Abraham’s
sight” (Genesis 21:11). Sarah stopped laughing
and suddenly evil emerged. Then Ishmael was
sent away, and coming to the desert, he became
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Humor

in the Book of Daniel

By Jacques B. Doukhan
Editor, Shabbat Shalom

H

umor is enjoyable because it is often
“And at the end of ten days their countenances
found in unexpected places. The
appeared better and fatter in flesh than all the
book of Daniel is one such place. A
young men who ate the portion of the king’s
book that speaks about the terror
delicacies” (Daniel 1:15).
of the Judgment of God, describes massive wars,
and warns humans about the end of time is not
Smile at how King Nebuchadnezzar and the
supposed to be funny. And yet the smile of God
Chaldeans are trying to outsmart each other:
is profiled there, calling for a
reading of the text in which Smile at how King Nebuchadnezzar “The king said to them, ‘I have
laughter is not only allowed,
had a dream and my spirit is
but is also required for an and the Chaldeans are trying to
anxious to know the dream.’
understanding of the book. outsmart each other.
Then the Chaldeans spoke
A few samples from the book
to the king in Aramaic, ‘O
of Daniel should be enough to bring a smile to
king, live forever! Tell your servants the dream
this serious subject matter.
and we will give you the interpretation.’ But the
king answered and said to the Chaldeans, ‘My
Smile at the success of Daniel and his friends who
decision is firm: if you do not make known the
excel over all the other candidates who eat the
dream to me, and its interpretation, you shall be
sophisticated meal of the king while Daniel and
cut in pieces, and your houses shall be made an
his friends content themselves with the modest
ash heap’” (Daniel 2:3-5).
food of vegetables and water; smile then at the
ridiculousness of the chief eunuch’s anxiety:
Smile at the satiric portrayal of Chaldean religion
through the repetitive lists that suggest mechani“And the chief of the eunuchs said to Daniel, ‘I
cal puppets (Daniel 3:2, 3, 5, 7).
fear my lord the king, who has appointed your
food and drink. For why should he see your faces
Smile at King Nebuchadnezzar when his boasting
looking worse than the young men who are your
words about his great achievements in the
age?’” (Daniel 1:10).
construction of Babylon are shut up by a heavenly
voice:
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Smile at the irony of prophetic history. Whether we consult the dream of the statue of Daniel
2 or the vision of Daniel 7, the same message is heard: God will hae the last word in spite of
all the bustles of politics. Prophecy about the history of humankind ends with the surprising
smile of God.
“The king spoke saying, ‘Is not this great Babylon,
Smile at the vanity of Daniel’s long prayer, since
that I have built for a royal dwelling by my mighty
God had heard it from its first words (Daniel
power and for the honor of my majesty?’ While
9:23; cf. 10:12).
the word was still in the king’s mouth, a voice fell
from heaven: ‘King Nebuchadnezzar, to you it is
Smile at those powerful kingdoms, which will
spoken: the kingdom has departed from you. …
be broken without the help of any hand (Daniel
They shall make you eat grass like oxen’” (Daniel
2:34; 8:25; 11:45).
4:31-32).
Smile at the irony of prophetic history. Whether we
Smile at the ridiculousness of proud and majestic
consult the dream of the statue of Daniel 2 or the
King Belshazzar when he loses control as a hand
vision of Daniel 7, the same message is heard: God
appears and runs by itself on the white wall:
will have the last word in spite of all the bustles of
politics. Prophecy about the history of humankind
“Then the king’s countenance changed, and his
ends with the surprising smile of God.
thoughts troubled him, so that the joints of his
hips were loosened and his knees knocked against
each other. The king cried aloud…” (Daniel
5:6-7).
Smile at the little horn, in the midst of the terrible
and dreadful fourth animal, that has “eyes like the
eyes of a man, and a mouth speaking pompous
words” (Daniel 7:8).
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Funny?

Is Religion
By Seth Pierce, M. Div.

I

suppose a smart aleck would answer the
For example, one speaker lost the lapel mic down
question posed by this article by saying,
his shirt, and in his desperation to find it he ended
“It depends on the religion.” For example,
up sending it down his pants.
in the Digambar sect of Jainism the monks
wear no clothes, a practice that might make many
Recently while I was attending a church in Texas,
of us smile in amusement. They do not consider
the person telling the children’s story made the
themselves to be nude but rather wearing the
critical error of turning his back on the wall of
environment. However, if we tried “wearing the
children sitting on the platform steps so he
environment” in any one of our churches or
could address the adults in the congregation.
synagogues, the environment would no doubt
The Ringling Brothers would be hard pressed
become hostile.
to produce a better circus
There are humorous instances that
based on what happened.
Then of course there are occur within a religious setting. I have
Kids were crawling around
jokes about different relike animals, leaping off
ligions. But not everyone laughed many times in my congreation the steps like acrobats, and
finds them funny. Some and not because I was supposed to...
fighting with each other
get extremely offended,
like professional wrestlers.
such as radical Muslims who became violent afIt was one of the best children’s stories I’ve ever
ter Muhammad was depicted in a cartoon. Yet I
witnessed.
find jokes about religions funny, perhaps more so
than I probably should—including ones about
So then—is religion funny? I guess to answer that
my own faith. Like the one about…well, never
question we need to understand what religion is.
mind.
What Is Religion? Though I acknowledge
There are also humorous instances that occur
that learned people are reading this article and
within a religious setting. I have laughed many
that better definitions can and will be offered
times in my congregation and not because I was
for religion, nevertheless I will offer a working
supposed to.
definition.
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Webster’s Dictionary offers definitions such as“the
service and worship of God” and “a personalized
set or institutionalized system of…attitudes,
beliefs and practices.”1

things humorous, but one theory pointed out by
Peter Berger is that we laugh because we perceive
an incongruity in something. He bases this
conclusion off a work in 1725 entitled Thoughts
on Laughter written by Francis Hutcheson.
Scripture, as would be expected, also has some
That work, contends Berger, is the basis for the
things to say about relimodern comic.3 And
gion. Psalm 119:11 says, But how does this principle of humor find itself while there are theories
“I have stored up your
that highlight different
word in my heart that in the realm of religion? Religion is relational nuances of humor and
I might not sin against and deals with every aspect of our lives, and re- laughter, I am inclined to
you” (ESV). The “word”
think that this principle
refers to an “utterance” lationships and life are incongruous at times— of perceived incongruity
or “speech” given by especially when finite human beings try to un- is the umbrella which all
God2 and in this conothers fall under.
text carries the idea of derstand and relate to an infinite God.
commands and statutes. The psalmist treasures
For example, the fundamental reason we enjoy
God’s word as a means to keep him from offendwatching bloopers is because something that isn’t
ing God and breaking his relationship with God
supposed to happen does. I love watching the extra
by sinning. Religion carries a relational aspect befeatures on DVDs because they usually feature
tween God and human beings.
actors flubbing their lines or actions. They mess
up what was supposed to have happened. Many
Secondly, in Joshua 1:8 God tells Joshua what must
times they mess up by laughing in the middle of a
happen before he attempts to take the Promised
line because someone in the background is doing
Land:“This Book of the Law shall not depart from
something incongruous to make them laugh or
your mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and
the line itself is a piece of incongruous dialogue
night, so that you may be careful to do according
that tickles their funny bone and they can’t get it
to all that is written in it. For then you will make
out without laughing.
your way prosperous, and then you will have
good success” (ESV). God’s religious instruction
Sports bloopers are my favorites. There is nothing
guides our speech and our thoughts. And when
like watching a soccer ball being kicked with the
we follow it, our interactions—whether they be
intent of reaching the goal only to find someone’s
conquering a new land or conquering the urge
unsuspecting head in the way. Or a basketball
to slap an irritating family member—are made
player may go up for the slam dunk and pull
“prosperous.” In other words, there is a personal
down the whole backboard or cause it to shatter.
relational aspect of religion that helps us to relate
And arguably the funniest blooper of all time is
positively to the natural world in which we live.
when a ball of any shape or size in any sport is not
caught but is rather stopped by a man’s crotch.
I propose that religion is the vehicle that governs
how to properly relate to God and our fellow man
Even jokes are based on twists at the end—
which is in harmony with texts such as Deutersomething unexpected and incongruous. One of
onomy 6:5 and Leviticus 19:18 (cf. Luke 10:27)
my favorite websites, www.chucknorrisfacts.com
which specify that keeping the Law entails loving
is based solely on ridiculous “facts” with no basis
God and our neighbor. Religion is relational, and it
in reality surrounding the mighty Chuck Norris.
permeates all aspects of life since God is the author
For example, “Chuck Norris can slam a revolving
and sustainer of life. And while relationships and
door” or “Chuck Norris can kill two stones with
life are not humorous in themselves, the interacone bird.” Clever, incongruous, and funny.
tions that occur within life and relationships are.
But how does this principle of humor find itself
The Cause of Laughter There are a variety
in the realm of religion?
of theories about why humans laugh and find
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Religion is relational and deals with every aspect
of our lives, and relationships and life are incongruous at times—especially when finite human
beings try to understand and relate to an infinite
God.

When we reflect on our past—the sermons we
first preached, the arguments we fought, the
rules we thought were critical, and the people
we stepped on for our ideologies—we shake our
heads and say, “What was I thinking?” Our perceptions change as we learn to live in line with
what God desires—and there is humor along the
way. Scripture includes subtle humor in this respect as we look at the great narratives.

Relating to the Divine and Living the
Religious Life I have two lower life forms in

my house known as cats: Jag and Wahpeton. I
don’t understand them. They meow at me despite
having food, exercise, and attention. They tear
around the house like madmen during the wee
hours. And they get offended when I see them
using the litter box, and yet they walk around
the house with no clothes on.

There is irony as God tells Sarah that she will
have a child as an old woman (Genesis 18:12),
and Noah survives the Flood only to drown in
wine (Genesis 9:21). There is sarcasm as Elijah
taunts the prophets at Mt. Carmel telling them
that maybe their god is in the outhouse (1 Kings
18:27), and there is incongruity when that same
Elijah, after destroying the prophets of Baal, runs
like a chicken to the wilderness (1 Kings 19:3).
These stories can make us smile and give us
comfort when we don’t understand what God is
doing—or what we are doing.

I also have a five-month-old daughter. She is cute
and smart, and I love her. But I don’t understand
her either. (I’m told it gets worse.) She cries despite
being fed, well rested, and well played with. She
stares at nothing sometimes. She talks when no
one is in the room—and stops when someone is.
Then there’s my wife. I’ve been married for almost
five years, was engaged for almost a year, dated for
almost a year, tried to convince this woman that
she liked me for two years before that, and I still
haven’t figured her out. She sees dirt I don’t, smells
things I can’t, brings up arguments I could never
think of or counter, and looks pretty at any given
moment.
Then there’s God. God is so beyond our
comprehension, despite the revelations He
has given us, that it is no wonder that we have
incongruities in our relationship with Him.
Instead of praying for world peace and to be filled
with His love, the child at church or synagogue
prays for help to be good so she won’t get a
time-out upon getting home. In the scholarly
realm we will “strain at a gnat and swallow a
camel” (Matthew 23:24) when we debate the finer
points of theology in ivory towers and miss out
on comforting the widow who lives next door.
For example, the fundamental reason we
enjoy watching bloopers is because
something that isn’t supposed to
happen does.
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Humor is a part of life—after all, it is hard to
imagine that humor and laughter only entered the
world after The Fall. And since religion governs
the way we live, there will be humor within it.
Since there is humor in the lives of those who do
not believe—or at least do not believe the way we
do—there will be expressions of humor that will
be offensive and mean spirited. The important
thing is not to throw out expressions of joy
because some people distort humor.
As I’ve contemplated this article, it has dawned on
me that God’s grace is incongruous and humorous
in the sense that God continues to love and offer
hope to people who repeatedly misunderstand
Him, doubt Him, and fail Him. Perhaps this is
the “joy of the Lord” that Nehemiah talks about
(8:10). We can find joy in a God of unconditional
love who loves to see us prosper. Truly that
thought should make us all smile. 1
www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/religion
Brown, Francis, S.R. Driver, Charles A. Briggs. The Brown-DriverBriggs Hebrew and English Lexicon: With an Appendix Containing the
Biblical Aramaic. 6th ed. (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 2001.)
3
Peter Ludwig Berger, Redeeming Laughter: The Comic Dimension of
Human Experience (New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1997), p. 22.
1
2

A Time to Laugh: The Religion of Humor
Donald Capps
New York: Continuum
Books, 2005
198 pp., $19.95
Humor is a part of the
tough tissue of religion
that binds our hears together in love, worship, or
community. Often, however, humor is negatively
affected by religion, or religious people are allergic to humor. In A Time to
Laugh, author Donald Capps argues that religion
is diminished when it fails to understand and
embrace its own historical connection—much
of it dating to biblical days—to humor itself.
Laughter Ever After…:
Ministry of Good Humor
Donald Capps
St. Louis: Chalice Press,
2008
130 pp., $13.59
Laughter Ever After offers
a seriously funny theological reflection on the
place of laughter and humor in pastoral counseling. Blending academic
research, psychological
insights, and pastoral advice, this humor-filled
book helps readers understand what humor has
to offer those who are trying to cope with life’s
inevitabilities, such as aging, illness, and death.
Written for a wide audience, Laughter Ever After
would serve as a great tool for any clergyman or
layman. By showing us that humor has a place in
ministry, Capps teaches us that laughter can help
almost any situation.

Laughing With God:
Humor, Culture, and
Transformation
Gerald A. Arbuckle,
Forward by Jean Vanier
Collegeville: Liturgical
Press, 2008
187 pp., $34.95
When Sarah overhears
God tell Abraham that
she will give birth to a son,
she laughs. Of course,
Sarah does give birth to a
son and names him Isaac, whose name means “to
laugh.” But can we in modern times recover the
divine humor, the paradox and the promise, in
this and other biblical accounts? With Arbuckle,
readers will enter many rich biblical stories and
come away laughing, not laughter as in response
to a joke or comedy, but a “profound laughter of
the heart.”

Translation of the back page:

He who sits in the

heavens laughs…
Psalms 2:4 NASB
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